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family of the past, argues Ozment in this engaging study; families were just as "modern" in the 16th and 17th centuries as they are now.
To prove it he presents us with the records of five pre-industrial families. There are second marriages and step-parents, widows with
children (the original single mothers) and women who became mothers in their 40s. Then there are the trials of adolescence. The 16thcentury equivalent of partying was to hang out at"spinning bees" where single men and women met in the wholesome atmosphere of a
sewing circle issues of comparison between modern and early modern families are intriguingly presented and leap from the pages of
Ozment's book. In many regards, however, this research is still liable to the sorts of criticisms made of his earlier work by specialists in
early modern social and family history who disagree, to varying degrees, with his conclusions.[2] Most notably, Ozment does little to
compensate for the inherent flaws of the genre of micro-history, and focuses exclusively on sources from the wealthiest level. of an elite
society.Â Review of Ozment, Steven, Flesh and Spirit: Private Life in Early Modern Germany. H-German, H-Net Reviews. December,
2002. URL: http://www.h-net.org/reviews/showrev.php?id=7043.
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Modern Paris. Trans. Jocelyn Phelps. Philadelphia, 1992. Pascal, Jacqueline. A Rule for Children and Other Writings. Trans. There are
interesting parallels with modern life. Ozment's limitations were set by the fact that letters by the simple and common people were rare
and are virtually nonexitent in today's archives. As in his other works, mostly focusing on life in German cities during the early modern
period, Ozment again has achieved excellence of research. Besides, the book is entertaining and can be enjoyed by readers who are
not necessarily hisorians. Read more. Buy a cheap copy of Flesh and Spirit: Private Life in Early book by Steven E. Ozment. According
to Steven Ozment, the more deeply the family life of the past is probed, the more 'modern the pre-industrial family is discovered to have
been and the Free shipping over $10.Â As in his other works, mostly focusing on life in German cities during the early modern period,
Ozment again has achieved excellence of research. Besides, the book is entertaining and can be enjoyed by readers who are not
necessarily hisorians.

